THE ITALIAN MENTALIST
Luca Volpe

The Merlin Award is to magic what the Oscar is to the movies, what the Emmy is for television, and
what the Tony is for theater.
Luca Volpe is the first Italian Mentalist to have received the Merlin Award with the title of
"Mentalist of the Year Europe".
In the photo above, Tony Hassini presents Luca Volpe with
the prestigious Merlin Award.

Luca Volpe
"Mentalist of the Year Europe"

"Robert Houdin D'Or" (First Place) Best European Mentalist
"Nostradamus Award" Best Mentalist Europe
"Annemann Award" for the contribution to the art of mentalism in the world

Without doubt, Luca Volpe is one of the most valued mentalists in
the world.
Luca has been performing mentalism and "magic of the mind" for
over 25 years.
His experience and wealth of knowledge in this specialist field of
entertainment is noticeable in every live performance.
He is considered one of the most innovative and original
mentalists today and not only does he entertain with his elegant
but cheeky Italian style he has the rare skill to astound all types
of audiences.
There are many performing mentalists but very few that have a
natural ability to make audiences laugh and gasp during a show
like Luca Volpe does.
Over the past few years, he has had the pleasure of entertaining
over one million passengers with his live show onboard luxury
cruise liners that include Celebrity Cruises, Princess Cruises,
Royal Caribbean International and many more. Numerous private
and corporate events have enjoyed his performances from
intimate weddings to some of the largest corporations in the
world.
For the mentalism community he has published books that have
sold over 15,000 copies and are prized pieces in the repertoires
of many professional mentalists. He has been featured on the
front cover of many important magic magazines and his work as
a "mentalist consultant" has been requested by many
professional performers for television and theater shows.
Luca is proud to be a member of the prestigious Magic Circle in
London, with the degree of Associate of the Inner Magic Circle,
awarded with 'Silver Star' which is the highest recognition for his
live show. He has received the Merlin Award for "Mentalist of the
Year Europe", the Robert Houdin D'Or as "Best European
Mentalist", the Annemann Award for the contribution to the Art of
Mentalism in the world, and has also won the Nostradamus
award for "The Best Mentalist Europe".
If you are looking for something that will stand-out and create a
stunning impact, you can not do better than choose the mind of
Luca Volpe, a guarantee of the perfect outcome for your event.

| THE SHOW |
Luca Volpe's live mentalism show "In My Mind" is unique, original and extremely entertaining, a
one-of-a-kind show in which the audience become the protagonist. Throughout the show Luca
blends different skills that involve body language, memory techniques and psychological subtleties
that gives the feeling to possess a kind of sixth sense, in order to create unforgettable experiences.
"In my Mind" is a live show that combines different "illusions of the mind" including bending metal
objects in the hands of spectators with only the power of the mind and making incredible
predictions that leave the audience asking "how is that possible?".
Luca also reads spectator's minds and involves them in a hilarious mind game to discover who is a
telling the truth and who is not.
This show is available in different formats and durations depending on the needs of your clients. It
can be customized to the needs of the event, thus creating a special, personalized effect. For
cruise ships the show is also available in "fly-on" format in which all props fit into only two
suitcases. For international clients the show is available in fluent English, Italian and Spanish.
If you want to promote the image of your product or company and entertain your guests with
something unique and spectacular, then "In my Mind" is the right choice for you.

"Absolutely fantastic! A class act!"
- Frank Castiglione, Cruise Director Princess Cruises

ACER - BMW - HUAWEI - HILTON - CISCO - FERRERO - HENDRICKS - ENDEMOL - COMTEL - PAGLIERI
TELECOM - APPLE - ROYAL CARIBBEAN - KERASTASE - WESTIN - KUONI - BANESTO - STARWOOD

| CORPORATE ENTERTAINMENT |
There are many advantages to booking a mentalism act for corporate entertainment, especially if your company wants
to pursue a wow factor. Mentalism is new and fresh, it is a form of entertainment that most people won't have
experienced live before which makes it unique and impressive to guests. The audience witness truly incredible effects
that are impossible to explain and are left with a memorable experience that ensures the event is talked about long
after it is over. That is why Luca Volpe is one of the most requested mentalists for corporate events all around the
world.
Why not speak to Luca about how he can incorporate your logo or company message into his show?
An assured way to get clients talking about and remembering your business.
Luca Volpe and his team are proud to present a show designed especially for corporate clients: "Unlock your Dreams".
Mentalist and motivational speaker Luca Volpe will demonstrate how to unlock the power of the mind in order to reach
future goals.
During the show, he will present impossible demonstrations that help audience members to understand how to remove
self-limiting belief in order to reach their personal and professional dreams.

"It was really great! I will book you again!"
-Chris Heyland,Executive Producer Cisco Live Milan
"Everyone absolutely loved the show, it really added the fun factor"
-Hotel Danieli Venice, Events Director
"Luca is a world-class entertainer. He is universally admired by his peers and recognized as an expert. I have been
extremely happy with the services he has provided me. You will not be disappointed if you hire Luca!"
-Jerry Christensen Productions Company

| CLOSE UP MENTALISM |
Close-up mentalism is one of the most elegant and fascinating forms of entertainment that you can
offer your clients.
Luca Volpe can deliver a 'mini show' directly to the table, involving mind-blowing mentalism
experiments. Ideal for conventions, hotels, gala evenings and special events.

One to One Mentalism and Psychic Entertainment

| PSYCHIC ENTERTAINMENT |
Luca Volpe is considered one of the most appreciated
'Psychic Entertainers' in Italy.
Give your clients the psychic treatment of the best standard
and treat them to intriguing displays of tarot card reading,
palm reading, pendulums, 'vitruvian square' and the deck of
shadows.
Imagine creating a private space in which your guests can
receive private consultations regarding their future.
One-to-one experiments of mind-to-mind communication
and the incredible 'Box of Dreams' will leave a lasting
impression on your clients.
All of this combines together to generate astounding,
enjoyable and impressive entertainment.

Contacts
Luca Volpe Productions
email: lucavolpeproductions@gmail.com
Phone: +39 3470930518
UK: +44 7984463360
Official Website
www.theitalianmentalist.com
www.lucavolpe.com
Italian Website:
www.mentalistaitaliano.com
Blog and News:
http://mentalistaitaliano.wordpress.com/
Official YouTube Page:
www.youtube.com/lucavolpe
For more infomation on lectures
or available shows:
info@lucavolpe.com
lucamagic@gmail.com

